U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS 1994 DIGITAL ORTHOPHOTO DATA
BLOCKS AND SHEETS INDEX

DIRECTORY CONTENTS
USVI Digital Orthophoto Data
Data Distribution CD ROM Set

BREAKLN:  Arc/Info GIS line coverages, by sheet, of topographic breaklines.
CONTOUR:  Arc/Info GIS line coverages, by sheet, of 2 foot contours
DGN_FILES:  Intergraph DGN CADD files, by sheet
DTM_DATA:  Arc/Info GIS grid coverages for the block, of elevation values (10 and 20 foot cell sizes).
IMG_1FT:  TIFF Image files, by sheet, of 1 foot air photo images.
MICL:  Data sets which cover the entire Island, including image mosaics, TIN data, major roads coverage, sheet and block index coverages, shoreline coverages, and more. Data may vary with block due to amount of space available on each
MOSIACS:  TIFF image files of resampled 1 foot images for block at 5, 10, and 20 foot pixel size.
SPOT_EVL:  Arc/Info GIS point coverages of photogrammetrically sampled spot elevations, by sheet.